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What are my favourite crisps??? I’ve done favourite numbers, favourite letters, 
favourite everything, pretty much. It’s time to ponder on things even I don’t care 
about. That’s all the intro I’m doing. I just want to lay in bed! :,( Oh, yeah; and if 
you’re wondering why the following paragraphs are also so short… it’s because I 
can’t be bothered! How about that?

Wotsits

On the back of these crisp packets, it asks if you’re a cruncher of a melter. As in, if 
you chomp on the things or let them dissolve on your tongue. Personally, if I were 
the CEO of a major food company, my first question would be ‘Do you like the 
product?’ THAT’S valuable info. Do I like the product? Yes! Do I want to act like a 
bored child when I eat? Not so much. (Well not ALL the time. Depends on mood).

Pringles

‘Once you pop, you just can’t stop.’ Am I the only person who thinks that slogan 
sounds sinister? Even drug dealers don’t say that about their class A substances. 
Fortunately, I can stop ‘popping’ (or eating the things). If I couldn’t, I would be 
outraged along with everyone else. (And eventually, I’d die).

Moster Munch

Is it ok for adults to enjoy these crisps? I mean the name of them alone is bad 
enough, the fact they are paw shaped is even worse. The dumb cartoonish artwork 
on the packets is particularly bad. However, the real nail in the coffin is the fact the 
monsters on the cover are eating THEMSELVES. I don’t care if they apparently taste 
of pickled onion, it’s sick.

Hula Hoops

Poor man’s wedding ring. Sure, they taste better than gold or silver, but they simply 
don’t last. They’re not even pleasing to look at, unless you’re going for a potato-y 
feel. But why would you do that???

Skips

More crisps that can melt on your tongue, apparently. Well you can try eating them 
like that and savour the moment, but they’re not exactly GOURMET. They’re just 
snacks! Similarly, you wouldn’t get excited about orange juice. 

Nik Naks

These are described as ‘uniquely knobbly’ on the company website. Is it a skill to 
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make something knobbly? No? Then why mention the shape? You wouldn’t drop 
then step on a cake you made, then boast that it’s ‘wonderfully squashed’. Having 
said that, the snacks are nice and spicy.

Discos

Perhaps the most ‘potent’ crisps so far. They sure are salty. The crisp website 
describes them as ‘perfect circles’. My God is that not true. They’re not perfect in 
taste (like Papa John’s is) and they’re REALLY not perfect in shape. Lies, lies, lies. 

Wheat Crunchies

What is it with crisp companies putting holes in their snacks? They’ve done it again! 
Holes in mints, holes in sweets, has the world gone insane? Who’s the cheapskate 
who started that trend? He has a lot to answer for. Who has the right to put a price 
on air? Not even Stalin tried to do that.

Plain Walkers Crisps

These may be plain, but at least they’re actually made of something. Good old 
potatoes. Can’t go wrong. Unless you’re allergic to potatoes - then it’s not worth the 
risk. I’ve heard of people dying for drugs, not for crisps. 

The Real McCoys

So these are real crisps, eh? Again, I suppose they are made of something, but 
again, that really shouldn’t be something to boast about. 

Quavers

Possibly the most musical crisps in the world. Who’d have thought quavers would 
taste of cheese? You know what I taste when I hear the notes? Biscuits. Only joking, 
I don’t taste anything. 

French Fries

Crisps in the shape of chips! (I believe Americans call crisps ‘chips.’ I’m not saying 
French Fries are chips in the shape of chips, I’m saying… Oh, never mind). 

Brannigans 

RIP, favourite crisps. There is no justice in the world of potatoes. :(
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Excellent! Loads of crisps for you to ponder over! Hope you enjoyed! I did in a way, 
in places, but not enough to do more work. Soz. Bye!


